Introduction

46
In this paper temporal aspects of consumer acceptance during consumption are as for Time-Intensity, but just to focus on their liking change. However, the consumer 64 decision to change the liking level during test is more an interval measure than a continuous 65 quantification. Thomas et al. (2015) applied TDS to measure temporal liking, but they 66 introduced a change in order to encourage the subjects to re-evaluate their liking. The 67 blackened box corresponding to their liking score is turned back to white after 3 68 seconds. Subjects were instructed to re-evaluate their liking at these moments, and clicking 
71
These approaches take into account one sip of the product. However, consuming a 72 beverage is not a matter of a single sip as it implies dynamic physical, sensory, physiological 73 and psychological phenomena with time (Delarue & Blumenthal, 2015; Galmarini, 74 Symoneaux, Visalli, Zamora & Schlich, 2015; Sudre et al., 2012) . In order to get a more 75 realistic description of the products' sensory and hedonic experience, dynamic changes over 76 several sips in perception and acceptance of the drink should be considered. In this sense, 77 previous studies have reported that small differences in the sensory profiles of products only 78 become noticeable after repeated tasting; and changes in acceptance may be associated with 79 small variations in the sensory properties over time (Köster, 2009 The aim of present study was to measure the temporal changes in acceptance with 
Samples
158
The samples provided to consumers were rehydrated the day of tasting and served 159 in 10-ml transparent plastic cups at 15º C and encoded with three-digit random numbers to 160 record the sample. 
Preliminary testing
163
In order to design the timing between sip, a preliminary test was made with 16 164 participants (13 women and 3 men) who evaluated one sip of both samples during 30 sec by On intensity scale (range 0-10, with 0= dislike and 10= like extremely), the software 178 provided the T-I curve as well as the maximum intensity (I max ) and area under the curve 179 (AUC).
180
Before starting the test, the participants were instructed in the evaluation software use. analysis. After excluding frames without facial tracking due to head movements (e.g.,
232
shaking and turning the head, head-down motions) and occlusions of the face (e.g., when 
Results
254
Self-reported like/dislike intensity-time response curves (explicit measures)
255
The visual analysis of individual curves with I max >5 (sample liked) and I max ≤ 5 Table   266 1. The differences in acceptance between samples were evident from the first to the third sip. The ANOVA analysis on I max showed a significant main effect of Sample 
Facial expressions: valence, basic emotions and action units (implicit measures)
287
In terms of positive valence (see Concerning basic emotions (see Table 2 ), the analysis of joy did not reveal any interactions were significant.
309
- Table 2 here-
In terms of pleasantness-related AUs (see Table 3 ), the analysis of AU6 revealed a In terms of unpleasantness-related AUs (see Table 3 ), the analysis of AU9 and AU10 
Discussion
335
The modality of multiple-sip temporal-liking (MSTL) using computerized time-336 intensity methods to produce like/dislike intensity-time response curves was used. This 337 modality was combined with implicit taste reactivity methodology using facial pattern increased from the first sip to the third.
345
In the same way, the implicit measures via facial expressions also showed a change found that negative facial reactions were significantly more intense than positive ones.
352
On the other hand, the present wine-based beverage reproduced the gender differences time-intensity registers; and they were made using a unique event each measure (one sip). Furthermore, it will be necessary to extend the present study to other products in 400 order to confirm whether the observed gender differences are really related to the product, or 
Conclusions
410
The present work revealed that the multiple sip methodology allowed observing 411 changes in acceptance of the studied beverage, through successive sips using explicit and 
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